SPORT PILOT TRAINING – FLIGHT TRAINING

ASA

SPORT PILOT: CHOOSING THE LIGHT-SPORT AIRCRAFT THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU - This DVD production and booklet compare the LSA types as well as their ultralight cousins to help pilots make a truly informed decision on which light-sport aircraft is right for them. It explains what ultralights and LSA are, provides parameters to evaluate the viewer’s situation and factors to consider (including cost, athletic ability, previous aviation experience, time to learn, transportation, storage, and airfield options), and provides an overview and introduction to each of the light-sport aircraft types. Includes beautiful full-color booklet with aircraft photo and comparison tables. Total running time 00:41:00. P/N 13-03467 $5.75

PRACTICAL TEST STANDARDS: SPORT PILOT - This is ASA’s Sport Pilot Practical Test Standards for Airplane, Weight-Shift Control, Powered Parachute and Flight Instructor. The FAA Practical Test Standards are used by instructors, students, and examiners to prepare for review, take, or issue the checkride. Includes both the FAA-S-8081-29 for Airplane and FAA-S-8081-31 for Weight-Shift Control and Powered Parachute (effective December 2004), applicable to both Sport Pilots and Sport Instructors. 296 pages. P/N 13-05855 $7.50

SPORT PILOT DVDS FROM ASA - Two new DVDs by sport pilot expert Paul Hamilton are available that explore the flying of light sport aircraft. Preflight a Fixed-Wing Light-Sport Aircraft for Sport Pilots takes pilots through the preflight inspection of a light sport aircraft (LSA). Be a Sport Pilot: Learning to Fly a Fixed-Wing Light-Sport Aircraft takes the learner step by step to gaining their checkride. Hamilton and instructor Jeff Reynolds discuss pilot training, from first flight to solo to sign-off. The two DVDs are available separately or in a kit that also includes Weather to Fly for Sport Pilots and the Sport Pilot Logbook Preflight Fixed Wing DVD. P/N 13-04192 $34.50

WEATHER TO FLY FOR SPORT PILOTS WITH PAUL HAMILTON - Sport pilots fly lower and slower than General Aviation pilots. As a result, weather plays a critical factor in flying. The straightforward and beautiful presentation features time-lapse cinematography of cloud formations, in-air footage, and animations. This DVD simplifies complex weather concepts as well as illustrates consequences of pilot judgment. The 5-step system specific to Sport Pilots and light-sport aircraft operations. Pilots will learn to forecast local conditions, interpret weather information accurately, make better decisions about “weather or fly”, and learn to recognize trends. Includes booklet with worksheets for an interactive learning experience. Companion product to ASA’s Sport Pilot Logbook (ASA-F2F-LOG). Total running time 01:20:12. P/N 13-03468 $42.95

ASA ROTAX 912 ENGINE INTRODUCTION

This DVD by Paul Hamilton introduces the use and maintenance on Light-Sport Aircraft (LSA) of the Rotax 912 engine. Many engine problems seen in the field are preventable with proper operation and maintenance and the 912 is no exception. This DVD is particularly useful to maintenance professionals, pilots and flight instructors operating ROTAX-powered Light Sport Aircraft. Answers frequently asked questions based on years of operational and maintenance experience and outlines typical procedures every owner, operator and mechanic should know. This DVD is the only one of its kind in the rapidly growing LSA market, and it caters to the do-it-yourself experience of flying this category of aircraft. P/N 13-04747 $23.50

PRACTICAL IFR FLYING DVD

COMPUTER CD-ROM COURSE WITH AUDIO PRACTICAL IFR FLYING - Enhance your performance, reduce your workload, and increase your level of safety when flying single pilot IFR! This CD-ROM provides a full hour of information on methods and techniques to make Single Pilot IFR flying simpler, easier, less stressful, and safer! Find out helpful things your instructor never taught you! Learn how using current technology can reduce your risk in IFR flight! T. The author, Chuck McGill, is the 2009 FAA CFI of the Year, Western Pacific Region, and has taught for the AOPA Air Safety Foundation, the Cessna Pilots Association, and the Mooney Aircraft Pilots Association Safety Foundation. Learn tips and techniques from a Master CFI who has over 11,000 flight hours in more than 85 different makes and models of general aviation aircraft! P/N 13-06881 $39.95

Gleim

SPORT PILOT FAA KNOWLEDGE TEST - Questions, Answers and explanations P/N 13-03445 $16.95

Gleim Deluxe Sport Pilot Kit with Online Ground School


SPORT SYLLABUS - Complies with both Part 61 and Part 141 training requirements. Complete ground and flight training with step-by-step lesson plans. 2nd edition. P/N 13-03447 $10.95

SPORT PILOT FAA KNOWLEDGE TEST PREP SOFTWARE - P/N 13-03444 $51.75

Gleim Sport Pilot Training Records

The Pilot Training Record is a step-by-step lesson plan for your pilot training. Each lesson contains all of the required tasks for the lesson. Complies with both 14 CFR Part 61 and Part 141 training requirements. P/N 13-07775 $9.50

Sport Pilot Kit

Gleim’s Sport Pilot Kit is designed to help expedite training for the sport pilot certificate. Contains everything you need (except airplane and instructor) to become a pilot. Offered in an all-in-one package at an affordable price. Save money by purchasing all required materials together. P/N 13-03449 $98.75

Sport Pilot Airplane Guide

Sport Pilot Airplane: A Complete Guide provides an in-depth understanding of light-sport aviation complexities. Clarifies points commonly misunderstood, provides a wealth of information on subject such as Selecting an Aircraft, Pilot and Aircraft Certification, Weather, Flight Principles, and more. Includes 266 pages with illustrations, photos, or graphs on nearly every page. The material presents the experience of thousands of flight hours and provides a solid foundation for all pilots and would-be pilots. P/N 13-03798 $24.95

Sport Pilot Encyclopedia

Can be used three ways: 1) SP Prep = full immersion rapid prep for the written, 2) SP Encyclopedia = thorough review of relevant FAA publications essential to both the written and the oral exams, and/or 3) both as entertaining and informative leisure reading. The narrative is laced with humor, personal anecdotes, and frank sometimes blunt language that keeps the reader alert and involved while feeling secure and comfortable as if in the company of an experienced friend and mentor. Actual NTSB accident reports are woven into the discussion. P/N 13-03706 $9.95

Gleim Flight / Ground Instructor + FOI Kit

The Gleim Flight/Ground Instructor + FOI Kit is an all-in-one training program designed to train for the Flight/Ground Instructor rating. This kit contains everything you need (except airplane and instructor!) to become a Certified Flight Instructor and/or Ground Instructor. P/N 13-11679 $169.95

Gleim's Sport Pilot Kit is designed to help expedite training for the sport pilot certificate. Contains everything you need (except airplane and instructor!) to become a pilot. Offered in an all-in-one package at an affordable price. Save money by purchasing all required materials together.
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